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DAX IMMO™ is a
business empowering
system for Real Estate
market oriented companies
that provides flexibility,
responsiveness and mobility
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DAX IMMO is a business empowering system for Real-Estate market
oriented companies that provides exibility, responsiveness and mobility.
Various insight to data is also provided, all in order to reduce time needed
to reach potential targets and goals. DAX IMMO adapts to the needs of
the users, and to the changing business climate to o er best support for
Real-Estate trading companies and Property Management companies with
big market expansion, providing services to a limitless number of clients.
DAX IMMO also adapts to the market regulations and covers all processes
dependent on the country that the business is located, and also o ers
multi-country coverage. Using DAX IMMO provides overview in the
e ciency and tracks the company progress in order to ever improve and
tackle the global market.
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DAX IMMO is developed by the EVER-NEAR team. All round experience
with a big span of ICT knowledge and technologies, as well as real estate
market oriented background, covering all the possible elds in which the
market could and would expand, to meet every speci c need that the client
expects from their software solution. Working toward providing the client
with a complete tailored solution.
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DAX IMMO VALUE PROPOSITION
With an ever improving solution with a continuously growing set of features, the value
proposition is a lasting solution to promise a
head start to real estate and property management companies against the competition.

Flexible solution tailored to you needs
Conceived as the answer to the ever-changing
market, exibility to adapt to the new demands is
and will be of essence to the product value.
End-to-end solution
DAX IMMO is an all-round, end-to-end solution
covering all the business aspects.
Modularity
Being created by a single company, all the modules
in the DAX IMMO work together as a whole. To
achieve maximum potential all parts of the
solution function as one. The Microsoft Dynamics
AX DAX IMMO vertical as a column, and the DAX
IMMO external application coupled with the web

site and portal on one side, and cross-platform
mobile applications for your employees and
customers on the other, create an unmatchable
network of coverage.
Designed for con gurability
Instead of endless customization of the code and
development tweaks, the software is designed to
be easily con gured by the user. Using a system of
blueprints for the local markets and roles, DAX
IMMO can be set up to meet regulations and
allows rapid deployment to new services on the
market.

Improved service for a lower cost
DAX IMMO combines e ciency with customer
service by streamlining business processes.
User friendly, familiar at home feeling
With user interface that is easy to use and
consistent with Microsoft users, the training for
new users is drastically reduced. The external and
mobile applications as well as the website and
portal are intuitive and pleasure work with.
E ciency
DAX IMMO is optimized for minimum human
interaction. Customer interactions are integrated, in a

Top of the chain
DAX IMMO strives to be on top of the chain by
using cutting edge technologies and by having a
broad market insight. Following newest
technology trends is and will be a practice, and
implementing the best of them with a smooth
transition is guaranteed. The whole point of this
being the satisfaction of the customer.

form of emails, reminders, etc.

Business insight
Role center that provides scalability in data insight and
an intuitive way to interact with DAX IMMO . This
provides meaningful data and analytics to everyone in
the company.
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MICROSOFT POWERED

INNOVATIVE

DAX IMMO™ is powered by Microsoft
Dynamics AX, and is the best Real
Estate market oriented AX solution on
the globe. DAX IMMO™ is
developed according to Microsoft's
highest standards and follows
Microsoft's latest trends.

DAX IMMO™ offers unique chance to
bring new energy to your company, by
empowering it with a whole new
innovative solution, specially developed
to provide maximum support in every
ﬁeld of the business. Having the ﬁrst
complete solution of its kind is a big step
forward to outsmarting the competition.

info@daximmo.com
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TAKE YOUR BUSINESS
TO THE CLOUD
Following worldwide trends the
Microsoft Dynamics AX is hosted on the
cloud using Azure. Similarly all the
products that make up DAX IMMO™ are
cloud hosted. That way the resources
needed for this solution are reduced as
well as the costs.

